Uniqueness of the Carathéodory extension of the standard part map of an internal unbounded measure p defined on an internal algebra stf of subsets of an internal set ii has been proved by Henson using the notion of a countably determined set. Here we show how Choquet's capacitability theorem can be used in the proof of the same result.
Uniqueness of the Carathéodory extension of an internal measure p defined on an internal algebra si of subsets of an internal set Cl is proved by Henson in [H2] . In that paper the author introduces the notion of a countably determined set and proves a few lemmas about those sets, which, in turn, enable him to prove the uniqueness of the extension of the measure p over the a-algebra generated by internal algebra si . In this paper we show how Choquet's capacitability theorem can be used when countably determined sets are replaced by Souslin sets. Although the class of countably determined sets is much wider than the class of Souslin sets (the class of countably determined sets contains the class of projective sets of finite rank), which makes the results obtained by Henson more general, we believe that the proof we present here gives an interesting example of the more extensive use of Choquet's theorem in Nonstandard Analysis (see [HR, R, Zl, Z3] ).
An internal measure space {Cl, si, p) consists of an internal set Cl, an internal algebra si of internal subsets of Q, and an internal *-finitely additive measure p defined on elements of algebra sé . If p{Cl) is a finite element of *R we say that p is bounded; otherwise the measure p is unbounded. As was noticed by Loeb [Lo] , if the nonstandard universe is o>i-saturated the measure st o p (st being the standard part map) satisfies Carathéodory's condition for extensions of finitely additive measures and, thus, can be extended to a standard a-additive measure L{p) defined on the a-algebra a{si) generated by the algebra si . Sets in the a-algebra a {si) are also called Bor el over si .
By co we denote the set of integers, by ù)<a> the set of all finite sequences of integers, and by tom the set of all infinite sequences of integers. Given a finite sequence s of integers the length of 5 is defined as the number of elements of the sequence. By co" we denote the set of all sequences of integers of length n. Note that 0 is included in the set co so that a typical element of the set co" is a sequence {po, ... , pn-\) ■ Given an element 5 e co<w U co" and an integer n we define s\n to be the restriction of 5 to its n first places, i.e., s\n = (s(0), ... , s{n -1)) if n ^ 0 and s\n = 0 otherwise. Here we suppose that the length of 5 is > n ; if the length of 5 is less than n we put s\n = s.
A subset of Q is called Souslin if there exists a system As {s e co<w) of internal subsets of Cl such that s= u n*i¿¡GcW" new If every As belongs to an algebra si of internal subsets of the set Cl then 5 is said to be Souslin over si . The above representation of the set S is regular if ni implies As C At. The system of sets As {s e co<a}) is in that case called regular. It is well known that every Borel set is Souslin (see for example [JR] ) and that a set is Souslin if and only if it can be obtained as a projection of a Borel set in the product Cl x Y for some auxiliary internal set Y (see [HI] ). For an extensive treatment of the Descriptive Set Theory of Hyperfinite Sets the reader is referred to [KKML] .
The approach to Choquet's theorem that we present here is a little bit different from (but also equivalent to) the original approach due to Choquet [Ch] and it can be found in [BS] . Instead of dealing with a certain sort of set functions (capacities), we rather work with pairs of properties, which is called a capacitance pair property. The definition is adapted to the case of internal sets. Definition 1. Let si be an algebra of internal set of an internal set Cl. A pair {cp, ip) of properties of subsets of Cl is called a capacitance pair property over si if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(i) If A" {n e co) is an ascending sequence of arbitrary subsets of Cl with Unew An possessing the property cp then Am possesses the property cp for some m e co.
(ii) If a set A possesses the property cp and A ç B then B possesses the property cp also.
(iii) If F" {n e co) is a decreasing sequence of members of si processing the property cp then Ç)nÇi(0 F" possesses the property \p . Now we state Choquet's capacitability theorem in a way that was presented in [BS] . We restrict our attention only to internal sets, as usual.
Proposition 2 [C, BS] . Let si be an algebra of internal set of an internal set Cl, and let {cp, ip) be a capacitance pair property over si . Let S be a Souslin set over si possessing the property cp . Then, there exists a descending sequence Pn {n e co) of elements of si possessing the property cp such that C\n€ü}Pn Q S and such that f]neQ) Pn possesses the property \p . D
We are ready now to prove a result from [H2] (Theorem 1 in [H2] ), which when restricted to Borel sets immediately proves the uniqueness of the existence of unbounded Loeb measure over the algebra of Borel sets.
Proposition 3 [H2] . Let {Cl,si , p) be an unbounded internal measure space. Let S ç Cl be a Souslin set over si . Then, either there exists A e si with License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A ç S and A of infinite p measure or S can be covered by countably many sets from si of finite p measure.
Proof. Let cp be a property of a set S defined as: "S cannot be covered by countably many sets from si of finite p measure," and let y/ be a property of S defined as: "there exists an element A of si of infinite p measure with A ÇS." We show that a pair {cp, ip) is a capacitance pair property.
Indeed, if a set M possesses the property cp , that is, if M cannot be covered by countably many internal sets from si of finite p measure, then the same holds for every set N containing M. This verifies the property (ii) of Definition 1.
If \Jnew Mn is an increasing union of sets such that [}nem M" is not possible to cover by countably many elements from si of finite p measure, then obviously the same is true for some Mk . This shows (i) from Definition 1.
Finally, to verify the property (iii) from Definition 1, let A" {n e co) be a decreasing sequence of sets from si , each of which is not possible to cover by countably many elements of si of finite p measure. Then, in particular, the p measure of each An is infinite, and by co\ -saturation there exists an element B of si a subset of Ç\neoi An and of infinite p measure. That means that the intersection f]neco A" possesses the property y/ .
We have proved that the pair {cp, y/) is a capacitance pair property. So, if S cannot be covered by countably many elements of si of finite p measure, i.e., if 5 possess the property cp, then by Proposition 2 (Choquet's capacitability theorem) there exists a set PCS possessing the property ip. That is, P and thus S contains an element A of si of infinite p measure. D Remark. Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 in [H2] states the following: if S e a {si) then either there exists A e si such that S ç A and p{A) finite or for each n e co there exists An e si such that A" ç S and p{A") > n . That can also be proved using the capacitability argument as follows. Let for n e co, cpn be the property of a set M defined as: "there does not exist A e si such that M ç A and p{A) < n," and let tp" be defined as: "there exists A e si such that A ç M, p{A) > n." Then the pair {cpn,y/n) is a capacitance pair property. (The property (ii) of a capacitance pair property is trivial, while (i) and (iii) follow from co\-saturation.)
Now let S be a Souslin over si set. If there is no set A & si such that S ç A and p{A) is finite, then S possesses the property cpn for every n . By Choquet's theorem for every n e co there exist a subset of S possessing the property ipn .
Let {Cl, si , p) be, as usual, an internal measure space. Let A be a set of positive infinitesimals satisfying 0 < n < ô e A implies n e A, n, ô G A implies n + ô e A.
A set M is said to be A-null if for every p > A there exists an A e si such that M ç A and p{A) < p . Here p > A means that p > q for every q e A. Next we prove a version of Theorem 2 from [H2] . The theorem states that a Borel set S over si is A-null if and only if for every A ç S, A G si we have p{A) e A. Henson proves in the same theorem that if A is nonArchimedean (meaning that for every p > A there exists q > A such that p/q is infinite) then the result holds true for any element of the complete Boolean algebra generated by some countable subfamily W of si (these sets are called countably determined sets).
Proposition 4 [H2] . Let S be a Souslin set over si . Then S is A-null if and only if for every ACS, A esi we have p{A) e A.
Proof. If S is A-null then the above condition is obviously satisfied. Conversely, suppose that p{A) e A for every A e si , ACS. Let p > A. Let cpp be a property of a set M defined as: "there does not exist an element A € si with A Z} M and p{A) < p." Let y/p be a property of M defined as: "there exists an A e si , ACS with p{A) > p." The pair {cpp, y/p) is a capacitance pair property. Indeed, if L has the property cpp then the same is true for every M D S. Also, if \Jne(0Ln is an increasing union of sets such that Unge Ln possesses the property cpp then some L" must also possess the property cpp . Otherwise, for every n e co there would exist an element An e si with An D Ln and p{A") < p. Then, using co\-saturation, we could produce an element A e si with A 2 [jnew ^« anc* P{A) < p. Having in mind that \JnewLn = \JnewAn ' we reach a contradiction.
Finally, if An {n € co) is an increasing sequence of elements of si possessing the property cpp then, in particular, we have p{An) > p . By coi -saturation there exists an A e si with A ç f]nem An and p{A) > p . That means that the n«ew An possesses the property y/p .
We have proved that the pair {cpp, y/p) is a capacitance pair property. Now the proof is clear. Suppose that S is not A-null and that the conditions of the proposition are satisfied. Then S possesses the property cpp for some p > A. By Choquet's capacitability theorem S possesses the property y/p, which is a contradiction. D
